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While critical to good scientific training, effectively teaching good lab notebook skills is challenging, and subsequently grading the notebooks is often a chore. We have developed a novel exercise and discussion for the first day of lab, and use a malleable grading approach that rapidly teaches students good lab notebook skills while keeping the grading time at approximately a minute per student per lab session.
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Introduction

Keeping a good lab notebook is one of the skills often taught in science labs which is both critical for a career in science and very broadly applicable. While easy to enumerate a lengthy useful set of items that a lab notebook should contain, it is often harder to convey briefly and effectively the goals of a notebook. Additionally, grading lab notebooks can be sufficiently time intensive to be a prohibitive exercise in large classes. We outline here a classroom exercise and grading approach to address these issues.

Classroom Exercise

We have developed and refined a 20 to 25 minute activity involving Legos® to teach how to keep an effective lab notebook. Detailed lecture notes can be found in the “Notes for the Instructor” section. This activity has a number of merits.

First, it is active and memorable and fun. Everyone likes Legos®. The activity is far more exciting than a bunch of rules as to how to keep a good lab notebook, though this exercise does actually give some rules.

It is quickly accessible. One of us has seen approximately 500 students do this activity, and only one was clearly not familiar with Legos®. She looked at what someone else was doing and of course picked it up right away.

The students as a group provide most of the strategies to keep effective lab notebooks, which is mildly empowering.

By emphasizing the goals achieved by keeping a good lab notebook, it encourages students to be thoughtful. It also gives them liberty to find alternative ways to achieve those goals.

Grading Approach Mechanics

At the end of each session, the lab notebooks are collected and returned graded between 18 and 42 hours later at the beginning of their next lecture class for the same course. Instead of grading them thoroughly, only three to six predetermined and undisclosed items are sought and graded. This usually takes less than one minute per notebook, and if it takes more than two, then the notebook is deemed poorly organized and the points for the ungraded items are not earned. At the beginning, a week’s notebook assignment is worth just half of what it is worth at the end. Additionally, graded items will be repeated as the course progresses.

In the introductory cell biology class in which this is used, examples of items to be graded include:
• key data such as a final yield
• a well formatted data table
• a graph with labeled axes and units
• repetitious data that is efficiently mapped to slight differences in procedure
• clear directions to digital data
• a complete procedure or a reference to another source with the procedure
• dilutions calculations
• concentrations of key reagents that are specific to their experiment
• a meaningful title or introduction that conveys the point of what was to be done
• a hypothesis when appropriate
• conclusions
• a complete table of contents and labels on the experiments, such as page numbers or dates, that allow the table of contents to be useful.

This list is far from comprehensive, and while many items here might be relevant to your course, others will surely be not.

Grading Approach Advantages

It is effective. While it stresses some students at first to not be told exactly everything to do, they learn. Despite many grades of 50 to 70 in the first weeks, the last two times I have used this approach in Intro Cell Bio, 94% of students had a final score of 80 or better on their notebooks. For the scores of 85 and 90, those fractions are 89% and 64%, respectively.

Much of the power of this approach is the frequent feedback. Before we started this, most professors in this course would collect notebooks halfway through the semester. Many students’ grades after this first collection were 50% and 60%, and while they would improve upon the next grading, medians for a course were rarely over 80%. It was demoralizing to many.

While one does need the discipline to grade notebooks quickly and promptly, grading is fast and again typically averages only one minute per student. Using the other approach would eat up often an entire day or more of spring break for a class of 30 students.

While it would likely be better to grade them thoroughly after every class, this approach allows for very fast feedback. And this abbreviated way also emphasizes the need for effective organization and terseness.

This approach also incentivizes and teaches keeping your lab notebook in real time, which is how one needs to keep a good lab notebook. Waiting leads to forgetfulness. The students learn real-time skills, like anticipating how their data should be organized before collecting it and otherwise thinking ahead.

This grading mimics the way notebooks are often used. Rarely are large sections of notebooks read from beginning to end. Often, one is looking for a critical piece of data, a concentration, the order of a few steps in a procedure, or the like.

Working Together

Obviously, one could adopt either the Lego® exercise or the notebook grading approach independent of the other. The frequent grading of notebooks allows students to learn iteratively what makes for a good notebook, which helps them achieve the goals of a notebook emphasized in the Lego® lesson. Ultimately, these two parts work very well together.

Materials

We distribute about 15-18 assorted Legos® per student in small paper bags. Additionally, they already have a lab notebook.

Notes for the Instructor

Lego® Activity on Keeping a Lab Notebook

The total time is 20 to 25 minutes. Instructions are preceded by –’s. Things to write on the board are [bracketed].

Introduction (1 minute)
- Pass out to each student a paper bag with 15-18 assorted Legos®.
- Introduce task orally and written on the board in complete sentences. [Build a Lego® staircase using all of the blocks provided. The staircase must stand on its own, and each step must be one block high. Document your work. You have three minutes.]

By writing in complete sentences, I am purposefully trying to suggest a strategy that is often inefficient for lab notebooks. I am also purposefully writing by hand, so that bad handwriting is on their mind.

- Tell them if they do not have paper, they can use the back page of their lab notebook; act like you just thought of this.

Building and Documenting (5 minutes)
- Warn the class when 1 minute remains of the original three. At the 3-minute mark, announce that time is up but you will give students an extra minute. Cut off work after a total of 4 minutes.

- Ask students to disassemble their creations and put all the materials (including notes) back into the paper bag. While they do this, thank them and compliment them on their lovely creations.

This is both nice and a stalling tactic. I want them to have disassembled the staircases most of the way before announcing the next step.
Rebuilding (4 minutes)
- Have students exchange paper bags and notes with someone at least two desks away.
- Instruct them to follow their classmates’ notes and attempt to rebuild the classmates’ Legos® staircases. Give 3-4 minutes for this activity.

If students are relatively successful, they may want to spend a minute checking their reconstruction with the original creators.

Mini Lecture (3 minutes)
- Before circling back to the Legos® exercise, mention the reasons for keeping a lab notebook and the contexts in which one might keep a lab notebook. Key points:

[Why Keep a Lab Notebook?]
1) [What reasoning drove the actions? (intro or informative title)]
   Otherwise, later one struggles to understand why things were done. Each new part should have either a short intro or a very informative title.

2) [So someone can repeat what you did]
   This enables someone (other or self) to retrace your steps later on. What did I do? If there is a protocol, where is it and how did I deviate from it. If the final product is material, where did I put it? Who is the “someone”?

3) [A central organized place for data and its interpretation]
   Data can be elsewhere, but a process to find it needs to be able to be started in a notebook. Tables are useful.

4) [Provide written evidence of what was done]
   Notebooks are valuable for patent and fraud cases.

5) [Generally useful]
   Notebooks are not just for science. Detectives keep notebooks. When I needed to care for a pool, I kept a notebook.
   - State that the first 3 provide much of the general outline for a lab notebook each lab day.

Class Discussion (5-8 minutes)[Notebook Strategies]
- Ask what worked well with the Legos® exercise. Write this list on the board. If this totally or mostly failed, ask alternatively what didn’t work and try to turn most of these suggestions into “do’s” instead of “do-not’s.” If these don’t come up, make them come up.

1) [Write in Real Time]
   Forgetfulness sets in quickly. Often more efficient.

2) [Sentences Are Not Always Best Approach]
   It slows you down. Makes it less likely you will do it right if it takes you longer.

3) [Pictures and diagrams]

4) [Definitions of abbreviations or symbols]

5) [Photos or videos ]
   These are often very useful.

6) [What you did vs. what you planned to do]

7) [Accent Important Things]

8) [Organize the Page]

Wrap Up (2 minutes)
- Go through these.

1) [table of contents]
   Though it might seem silly to have one while you notebook only has 5 completed pages, it is far from silly when your notebook has hundreds of pages. Also, either clearly label the pages with numbers or dates.

2) [mistakes- mistakes]
   This is the appropriate way to deal with mistakes. Do not erase or scribble out.

About Grading (1 to 2 minutes)
- Say something like
   “I will collect these at the end of every lab session and return them to you by your next lecture class. Each time I will not read everything for that week, but instead will look for three to six pre-decided secret items to grade. This will usually take me less than a minute, but if it takes me more than two, that indicates your notebook is poorly organized, and you will not earn the corresponding points.

As the semester progresses, each week’s assignment will be worth more points. For example, for the first few weeks your notebooks will be worth 3 points each week, and in the final weeks, they’ll be worth 6 points per week. Often students are disappointed in their performance early on, but do rather better later.

How should you keep a notebook? What should you keep in mind? All these things we said here. If you keep these motivations and strategies in mind, you’ll learn this valuable skill. There are also very explicit instructions in the lab manual, but that only gives one way of many to keep a good lab notebook.”
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